Abstract-This paper examines low power design techniques for discrete cosine transform (DCT) and inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) circuits applicable for low bit rate wireless video systems. The techniques include skipping DCT computation of low energy macroblocks, skipping IDCT computation of blocks with all coefficients equal to zero, using lower precision constant multipliers, gating the clock, and reducing transitions in the data path. The proposed DCT and IDCT circuits reduce power dissipation by, on average, 94% over baseline reference circuits.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
OW BIT RATE wireless video systems have applications in cellular videophones, wireless surveillance systems, and mobile patrols. The ITU-T H.263 [1] video codec standard is suitable for low bit rate wireless video systems. A critical requirement for portable wireless video systems is low power dissipation. This paper examines several low power design techniques for discrete cosine transform (DCT) and inverse DCT (IDCT) hardware design in an H.263 codec. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the major operations performed in an H.263 encoder and decoder. Starting at the encoder, the motion estimation block (MEC) performs temporal compression by computing the difference between the current frame and the previous frame. The temporally compressed data is sent to the DCT, which is a key component in the spatial compression of the data. The DCT block transforms the data into spatial frequency coefficients. The quantization (Quant) block divides each DCT coefficient by a quantization parameter, setting insignificant DCT coefficients to zero. The variable length coder (VLC) performs run length coding on the quantized coefficients, compressing long runs of DCT coefficients.
The coder sends the compressed data to the decoder, which applies the inverse process to reconstruct a frame. The variable length decoder ( ) reconstructs the quantized data, and the inverse quantization ( ) block multiplies by the quantization parameter to recreate the DCT coefficients. Next, the IDCT block transforms the DCT coefficients back to the spatial domain. Finally, the inverse motion estimation block ( ) reconstructs the original frame by adding the transmitted difference to the previous frame. These reconstruction steps also occur in the encoder; both the encoder and the decoder have an identical reference copy of the previous frame.
The DCT and the IDCT are computationally intensive in H.263. The combined computational complexity of the DCT and IDCT in the coder surpasses that of any other unit, consuming 21% of the total computations [2] . The IDCT in the decoder also incurs the largest computational cost. The high computational complexity of the DCT and IDCT leads to high power dissipation of the blocks, so low power design of DCT and IDCT units are essential for portable wireless video systems based on H.263.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we explain the concepts and terms necessary to understand the paper, and we review previous low power designs for DCT/ IDCT.
A. Terms
In H.263, a macroblock is a basic unit of data that represents a 16 16 pixel area of a video frame. The motion estimation unit operates on macroblocks. Macroblocks conveniently represent data in YCbCr format, which contains a luminance component (Y), a blue chrominance component (Cb), and a red chrominance component (Cr). Luminance blocks describe the intensity or brightness of pixels, whereas chrominance blocks contain information about the coloration of pixels. A macroblock contains six 8 8 blocks: four blocks contain luminance values; one block contains blue chrominance values; and one block contains red chrominance values. The DCT, IDCT, and VLC units operate on blocks. Since the human eye is less sensitive to color than to intensity, each chrominance block is downsampled by a factor of two in both the and directions. Each luminance value corresponds to one pixel, whereas each chrominance value is shared by four pixels. In motion estimation, the sum of absolute differences (SAD) measures how well a macroblock in the current frame matches a nearby macroblock in the previous reference frame. SAD values are obtained with the following equation:
(1)
In (1), the magnitude of each luminance sample, , in a candidate (i.e., reference) macroblock that is offset by ( ) in the previous frame is subtracted from the magnitude of each luminance pixel, , in the current macroblock at position ( ). The motion estimation unit chooses the candidate macroblock with the lowest SAD as the most likely match for the current macroblock. This aids the compression process, since only the small difference between the chosen macroblock and the current macroblock is sent to the DCT. Sequences with large amounts of motion tend to produce larger magnitude SAD values, whereas sequences with less motion tend to produce lower magnitude SAD values.
The average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of a frame in a video sequence is measured as (2) where is the number of rows, is the number of columns, and and are the luminance values in the original and the reconstructed pictures. We use the average PSNR over all frames as a quantitative measure of the quality of our H.263 implementations.
Embedded in the H.263 bit stream, the coded block pattern (CBP) is set to "1" for a block with at least one nonzero DCT coefficient excluding the DC coefficient position at (0, 0). Otherwise, the CBP is set to "0". An INTER block (which is temporally compressed) produces IDCT input with all coefficients equal to zero if its DC coefficient is zero and its CBP is "0". Additionally, if the coded macroblock indication (COD) bit is set, the entire macroblock has all coefficients equal to zero.
B. DCT/IDCT
The DCT and IDCT are important components in many compression and decompression standards, including H.263, MPEG, and JPEG. The two-dimensional (2-D) DCT in (3) transforms an 8 8 block of picture samples , into spatial frequency components for , . The IDCT in (4) performs the inverse transform for , . In (3) and (4), and , :
In the matrix of spatial frequency components, the low frequency coefficients correspond to low indices (at the top and left of the matrix); higher frequency coefficients correspond to higher indices (at bottom and the right of the matrix). High frequency coefficients have small magnitudes for typical video data, and the human eye is less sensitive to high frequencies as to low frequencies. In compression schemes, the quantizer block (Quant in Fig. 1 ) forces the insignificant high frequency coefficients to zero. The IDCT performs the inverse of DCT, transforming spatial frequency components to the spatial domain.
C. DCT/IDCT Algorithms
Since the straightforward implementations of (3) and (4) are computationally expensive (with 4096 multiplications), most implementations employ fast algorithms that reduce the computational cost. Fast algorithms can be broken down into two broad categories: row/column approaches and direct, fast 2-D approaches. The row/column approach results in simple and regular implementations, but it is less computationally efficient than direct, fast 2-D implementations.
For the row/column approach, the one-dimensional [14] .
The direct, fast 2-D DCT/IDCT approach usually requires about half the computations of the row/column approach at the expense of irregularity in the data paths and more complex control logic. Another advantage to the direct, fast approach is the elimination of the transposition memory, which reduces latency. However, the elimination of the transposition memory is usually offset by the additional memory necessary to reorder inputs and store intermediate values. Three different methods are often used to implement the direct fast 2-D approach: the matrix method, the vector-radix method, and the time-recursive method [15] - [25] .
D. Review of Low Power Design Techniques for DCT/IDCT
The following power reduction techniques have previously been explored to enhance implementations of the above DCT/IDCT algorithms. The general techniques apply to most digital circuits, whereas techniques specific to DCT/IDCT take advantage of the characteristics of typical video data or focus on the multipliers.
Some general low power techniques include clock gating, pipelining, and voltage scaling [26] . The low power design in [18] uses a parallel, distributed architecture to reduce the supply voltage. Other low power designs employ parallel processing units that enable power savings from a reduction in clock speed [22] , [23] . Low power libraries reduce power in [13] , [18] .
To save power, many architectures reduce calculations for visually irrelevant DCT coefficients. Xanthopoulos and Chandrakasan employ arithmetic units in which the precision changes adaptively depending on the visual significance of the data [11] . Another architecture allows fine (1-bit increments) resolution for the precision control on adders that successively approximate toward the final value [27] . The upper limit in the number of approximations is determined from the peak-to-peak pixel difference. The precision can also be determined by the quantization parameter: multiplier units use fewer bits for high quantization parameters and more bits for low quantization parameters [16] . Li and Lu propose skipping the computation of visually insignificant high frequency DCT coefficients altogether [13] . Their method removes the circuit elements that compute high frequency coefficients and sets these coefficients to zero.
By ignoring redundant sign bits, arithmetic units save power in the DCT circuit because of the large amount of data with a small magnitude. Small values occur frequently in INTER frames because the motion estimation unit sends only the difference between the previous frame and the current frame. One architecture reduces power for small coefficients by successively deactivating four adder partitions if they work on redundant sign bits [5] . Another architecture ignores the most significant bits of the inputs if they are common to both addends, thereby reducing addition operations and ROM accesses [11] .
Since the majority of input data for the IDCT is comprised of zero-valued coefficients, significant power reduction can come from disabling adders and multipliers for zero-valued operands. Some architectures use a zero detect signal that skips addition and multiplication operations for zero-valued data [11] , [16] , [27] . The arithmetic units benefit from a standby mode, where they consume a minimum amount of power while idle.
Another popular target for power reduction in DCT/IDCT blocks is the multiplier implementation. The two most popular implementations for multipliers are bit-serial (distributed architecture) and bit-parallel. A comparison between the two architectures reveals that the bit-parallel architecture dissipates less power in a 2-D DCT circuit [28] .
Bit-serial architectures require more power due to the high internal frequency, the serialized operation, and the high capacitance of the ROM address and bit lines. However, bit-serial architectures have the advantage of easily and finely partitioning data for use in architectures that rely on variable precision arithmetic to save power.
Several designs of parallel multipliers, which compromise speed, area, and power dissipation, have been proposed. An array multiplier is a straightforward implementation of the bit parallel architecture; it is easily implemented from library cells [14] . Other choices include ROM-based multipliers [6] and PLA-based multipliers [27] . The fact that one multiplicand is known a priori in the DCT/IDCT can be exploited for optimization of multipliers that use a shift-and-add approach [8] , [12] , [13] , [27] , [29] . One interesting multiplier uses rotation-based arithmetic, which reduces shift-and-add operations by 28% [22] , [23] . 
III. BASELINE DCT/IDCT
The baseline DCT/IDCT provides a reference design for application of our low power techniques. To evaluate the effectiveness of these techniques, we compare our low power DCT/IDCT designs with the baseline design. To ensure that the final architecture will be power-efficient, the baseline design features the power-efficient Chen algorithm from Section II-C. To fairly and independently assess our power savings techniques, the baseline models avoid any power savings techniques from Section II-D.
Since the lower latency of the direct 2-D approach does not benefit low bit rate video, the baseline design employs a row/column approach (which is simple and regular) based IV. PROPOSED LOW POWER DCT/IDCT DESIGN Previous low power DCT/IDCT designs concentrate on a single low power design technique; we examine the individual and cumulative effects of several low power design techniques. Our techniques modify only the register transfer level (RTL) code-not processing techniques or standard cell libraries, which generally save power on most circuits. For consideration in the low power design, a low power technique must not significantly degrade the performance of the circuit (in area and speed) or the picture quality (in terms of PSNR or subjective metrics).
Before considering the impact of a low power design method on circuit performance, we ensure that the method does not significantly degrade picture quality. A method is considered for our design only if the degradation of the picture quality is unnoticeable to human eyes and the degradation of the PSNR is small. For the PSNR measurement and the visual examination, we use a prototype H.263 codec implemented in the C language. Three video clips-Claire, Miss America, and Foreman-are commonly used for such benchmarking. Claire and Miss America have little motion with a stable camera, whereas Foreman has frequent motion and camera movement. The three video clips are in QCIF format (176 144 pixels per frame), which is a small size suitable for a wireless device.
The following low power design techniques are candidates for our design: skipping input macroblocks for the DCT unit, skipping input blocks for the IDCT unit, gating the clock for disabled registers, using constant shift-and-add multipliers with reduced precision, and reducing transitions in the data path.
A. Skipping Input Macroblocks for the DCT Unit
Many input macroblocks, after motion compensation, contain little new information; this results in small magnitude DCT coefficients that are likely quantized to zero. The DCT (and the quantization operation) can be skipped for such macroblocks, and all DCT coefficients are set to zero as an approximation. In fact, this method is suggested to speed up DCT operations in software [30] , [31] , and we propose employment of this method to save power in hardware by disabling the DCT unit. To disable the DCT unit, the control unit should gate the clock signal, deactivate the enable signal, and activate the reset signal. In the disabled state, the DCT produces output with all coefficients equal to zero, which means the current block matches the candidate block from the previous frame. In typical video sequences, such matches occur often.
For efficient power savings, the method of predicting macroblocks with all output coefficients equal to zero should be simple and quick. The method in [31] requires complex calculations, as it calculates the DC coefficient. A better method of predicting macroblocks with all output coefficients equal to zero is to examine the SAD value of incoming macroblocks [30] . The SAD value provides a good measure of the energy of the incoming pixels and is readily available from the motion estimation unit. Macroblocks with low SAD values tend to produce little new information and are more likely to be quantized to zero.
Since a higher quantization parameter, QUANT, forces more coefficients to zero, it is better to consider the quantization parameter along with the SAD value. A macroblock is likely to result in output with all coefficients equal to zero if it has a low SAD value and a high QUANT parameter. Therefore, we propose skipping macroblock if (5) To avoid adding a multiplier to the circuit, the THRESHOLD value is limited to powers of two, so the baseline unit will require only an additional comparator and clock gating circuitry. Using the prototype system, we examine the effect of different values of THRESHOLD on PSNR and on the number of skipped macroblocks (skipped MBs). Table I shows the results.
Higher thresholds result in more skipped blocks at the expense of PSNR degradation. Fewer macroblocks are skipped for "Foreman," which contains more motion and, hence, higher SAD values relative to QUANT. For all three video clips, we observe no noticeable degradation in video quality up to . Since this threshold also skips a large percentage of blocks, we examine the effects of this technique with .
B. Skipping Input Blocks for the IDCT Block
Because many DCT coefficients are quantized to zero, many IDCT input blocks have all coefficients equal to zero. Since an IDCT results in output with all coefficients equal to zero for such an input block, many software implementations skip computation of the IDCT. For our design, we propose disabling the IDCT for input data blocks with all coefficients equal to zero. To disable the IDCT unit, the control unit gates the clock signal, deactivates the enable signal, and activates the reset signal. In the disabled state, the IDCT unit produces output with all coefficients equal to zero.
The H.263 prototype system provides a measurement of the percentage of IDCT input blocks with all coefficients equal to zero. Table II shows that a significant number of input blocks have all coefficients equal to zero. Note that the IDCT skips a larger percentage of blocks than the DCT, since it decides to skip at the block level (instead of the macroblock level for DCT). A nonzero coefficient in a block causes evaluation of the block, not the entire macroblock. Additionally, the DCT produces macroblocks with all coefficients equal to zero that are not predicted from their SAD values.
In the decoder, an input block has all input coefficients equal to zero if both the CBP field and the DC coefficient are zero. An entire macroblock will have all input coefficients equal to zero if the COD bit is "0". The decoder can extract these parameters from the H.263 bit-stream. In the encoder, the VLC can emit a signal for a block with all coefficients equal to zero (that has a run of 64 coefficients equal to zero). The additional circuitry to check input blocks and to disable the IDCT unit should not add significant additional power, gates, or delay. Since a considerable number of IDCT calculations are skipped, we explore the consequences of disabling the IDCT for input data blocks with all coefficients equal to zero. Note that this method does not degrade the picture quality.
C. Gated Registers
Four units (the two I/O units, the 1-D DCT/IDCT unit, and the transposition memory) of the baseline DCT/IDCT block in Fig. 2 contain over 99% of the flip-flops in the circuit. Since registers comprise the majority of power dissipation in the circuit, disabling these registers can save power during periods of inactivity (i.e., clock cycles when there is no possibility of loading a new value). Disabling these registers requires gating the clock signal and deactivating the enable signal. The values in these registers should be preserved, so the reset signal remains deactivated. Table III shows the percentage of flip-flops each unit contributes to the baseline design and the percentage of cycles that these flip-flops are active in the baseline design. The results are similar for both the DCT and the IDCT.
Since it contains the most flip-flops and is active for the least amount of time, the transposition memory presents the best opportunity for power reduction. In the transposition memory, the registers need updates only at the end of each of the first eight 1-D DCT/IDCT operations. As a result, the transposition regis- ters require a clock in less than 3% of the cycles. The I/O units and the 1-D DCT/IDCT unit also show potential for significant power reduction; these units are not as promising as the transposition memory, since both contain fewer flip-flops and are active for a greater proportion of time. The registers in the baseline DCT/IDCT block are active for less than one-third of the entire 2-D DCT/IDCT operation. For the remaining time, these registers either store values for future arithmetic operations or stand idle. The input registers in the ser2par unit require a clock for each of the 64 input values, and the output registers in the par2ser unit require a clock for each of the 64 output values. Each I/O register needs a clock in just 16% of the total cycles. All four units contain registers that are inactive for the majority of the 2-D DCT/IDCT cycle, and disabling these registers has no effect PSNR. We examine the efficacy of gating these registers during the DCT/IDCT operation.
D. Constant Shift-Add Multipliers With Reduced Precision
The baseline design employs array multipliers, since array multipliers contribute only 5% of total power dissipation. However, if the above proposed methods achieve a large power reduction, array multipliers may dissipate a more significant proportion of power. Hence, it may be desirable to employ more power efficient multipliers at the cost of higher circuit complexity.
Several low power DCT/IDCT designs report that shift-and-add multipliers dissipate less power than array multipliers [8] , [13] , [27] . In addition, the shift-and-add multipliers require the least modification to the baseline design. The power dissipation of the shift-and-add multipliers is further reduced with common subexpression sharing. In common subexpression sharing, the various adders share common multiples of the fixed multiplicand.
A major concern for implementing the multipliers is the precision of the constant coefficients in Chen's algorithm. The precision of the coefficients for the baseline DCT/IDCT block shown in Fig. 2 is 12 bits, which is a necessary to conform to the IEEE Standard 1180-1990. This standard prevents an encoder and decoder with different IDCT architectures from producing dissimilar reference frames. Once initiated, the error between reference frames accumulates and propagates to subsequent frames, adversely affecting both PSNR and perceived quality. We observe that a system with identical IDCT architectures in the encoder and the decoder will produce identical IDCT reference frames. A single manufacturer is likely to make such a system for our target applications (cellular videophones, wireless surveillance systems, and mobile patrols). Since this system guarantees avoiding the error propagation apropos IEEE Std. 1180-1990, PSNR and perceived quality become the salient factors determining the bit width. Additionally, for low bit rates, the quantization parameter-and hence the quantization noise-is usually large enough to mask small errors introduced by lower precision constants. Table IV shows the effects on PSNR of reduced precision constants in the IDCT and DCT units.
To preserve video quality, the DCT and IDCT use coefficients that are 8 bits wide. Each constant value in Chen's algorithm requires a shift-and-add multiplier, so the total number of multipliers increases from two to seven. However, the shift-and-add multipliers have a reduced number of adder rows and a reduced width. We examine the overall effect of shift-and-add multipliers on gate count, timing, and power.
E. Low Transition Data Path
Each register and arithmetic unit in the 1-D DCT/IDCT unit selects an input from multiple sources through a multiplexer. In the baseline unit, the select inputs (SEL in Fig. 2 ) are in a "don't care" state while a register or arithmetic unit is inactive. For low power design, it is desirable that each SEL signal remains unchanged from its previous value until the corresponding register or arithmetic unit is active. With fewer transitions on the SEL signals, fewer transitions will occur on the inputs of the registers and arithmetic units. The reduction in data path transitions should reduce power dissipation. Note that this method produces no reduction in PSNR, and it should increase the complexity of the control unit slightly, so we investigate the effectiveness of this method.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, we test each low power technique independently on the baseline units. Then, starting with the most effective method-which reduces the most power without significantly affecting gate count and timing-we apply all methods to the baseline units, one at a time. Synopsys Design Compiler estimates the gate-level power dissipation, gate count, and timing parameters for the three test video clips: Claire, Miss America, and Foreman. The QCIF video sequences require 594 DCT/IDCT operations per frame. At 10 frames/s, the circuits (which complete a DCT/IDCT operation in 392 clock cycles) require a minimum clock rate of 2.33 MHz. For power estimation, the synthesized circuits utilize a 0.18 m TSMC standard cell library with a conservative wire load model and an input clock of 2.5 MHz. No individual method increases gate count more than 2%, and the combination of methods decreases net gate count due to the reduced multiplier size. Additionally, no method or combination of methods degrades the timing to (anywhere near) the point that the circuit could not operate at 10 frames/s. Because the low power techniques do not significantly affect area and timing, the following results concentrate on power reduction.
Tables V and VI show the effects of each method when independently added to the baseline DCT and IDCT units.
From Table V , the most efficient method for the DCT is the skipping of macroblocks with low SAD parameters, which reduces power dissipation by an average of 62.3%. The method is effective because it skips 57.8% to 79.8% of macroblocks. The "Foreman" sequence shows less power reduction than other sequences because the high amount of motion causes higher SAD values relative to the QUANT parameter. As more motion is introduced into this video sequence, the QUANT parameter reaches its maximum value before the SAD value levels off. Hence, our method skips a smaller percentage of blocks in the high motion sequence.
From Table VI , the most efficient method for the IDCT is the skipping of input blocks with all coefficients equal to zero. The power savings is larger than the DCT because the decision to skip is made at the block level, not at the macroblock level. Additionally, the DCT may produce macroblocks with all coefficients equal to zero that are not predicted by their SAD values. In the IDCT unit, the power savings from skipping input blocks with all coefficients equal to zero is about the same for the three video clips. Although the high motion video sequence "Foreman" produces larger magnitude coefficients, the quantization unit forces just as many coefficients to zero as in the low motion video sequences.
The next most efficient method, which has a similar impact on both the DCT and the IDCT, is the gating of registers. Registers account for a large proportion of the power dissipation in the DCT and IDCT units. Since registers need only be enabled when they have meaningful input, gating registers saves a significant amount of power. The greatest power savings from clock gating comes in the transposition memory. The transposition memory accounts for about 70% of the total flip-flops in the DCT or IDCT circuit, and it can be disabled for a large proportion of the 2-D cycle. The registers in the 1-D unit and in the I/O unit are active for a larger proportion of time than the transposition memory, and they each account for approximately the same amount of the remaining flip flops.
For both the DCT and the IDCT, smaller, yet significant improvements in power dissipation result from the low power multipliers and the low transition data path.
The five methods are then added to the baseline unit in order from the most efficient to the least efficient. Skipping blocks and macroblocks are considered first, followed by the clock gating techniques (starting on the unit with the most power savings). Finally, the low power multipliers and the low transition data path are added. For the DCT and IDCT blocks, Tables VII and VIII show the experimental results under the employment of the methods.
We observe from Tables VII and VIII that each power savings technique has an impact, even after others are added. For both the DCT and the IDCT, the combination of power savings methods impacts the overall power far more than any single method. The average power reduction of the proposed methods for the DCT and IDCT is 92.1% and 96.6%.
Skipping DCT macroblocks and lowering the multiplier precision both degrade picture quality. Table IX shows the effects of these methods on PSNR. The "Foreman" sequence exhibits less degradation than other sequences due to the larger proportion of quantization noise caused by its large amount of motion. Note that the combined methods degrade PSNR more than individual methods. However, the degradation is unnoticeable to human eyes as shown in a stimulus comparison test between baseline and low power sequence pairs [32] , [33] .
It is difficult to compare the power efficiency of different DCT/IDCT designs due to differences in supply voltages, operating frequencies, throughput rates and processes. Reference [13] proposes scaling formulas for the purpose of comparing power dissipation between different DCT designs. The scaling formulas are as follows: (6) where reference process; process; reference supply voltage; supply voltage; power; power after scaling; frequency after scaling; reference frequency; frequency; process scaling factor; voltage scaling factor; power for fixed voltage and process; power for fixed throughput. Using the above scaling formulas, we compare the power efficiency of our designs to previous designs that target applications with similar throughput and accuracy requirements (JPEG, H.261, H.263, MPEG, and MPEG-2). The most demanding throughput requirement is MPEG-2 MP@ML, which requires a throughput of 14 million samples/s. Our maximum throughputs are 29.4 million samples/s for DCT and 25.1 million samples/s for IDCT. Although the comparison may not be fair due to the imprecision of scaling, it is a good indication on the standing of the proposed methods. Table X shows that our methods perform better than other methods, mostly by an order of magnitude.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents four effective low power techniques for 2-D DCT and IDCT blocks, which are intended for low bit rate wireless video applications. The most efficient scheme for the DCT is skipping macroblocks; low motion video sequences save more power than the high motion video sequences. The remaining three techniques result in similar power savings for high and low motion video sequences. For the DCT unit, the average power saving for the four methods combined is 92%. The most efficient scheme for the IDCT block is skipping input data blocks with all coefficients equal to zero, which saves a similar amount of power for all three sequences. The average power savings for the four methods combined is 97% in the IDCT unit. For both the DCT and IDCT, the combined methods reduce much more power than any individual method Finally, it is important to note that our methods can be integrated with other methods such as adaptive precision [11] and zero-valued coefficients [11] , [16] , [27] to further reduce power. Some more general methods such as using low power libraries or lowering the supply voltage can also reduce additional power. For more efficient power savings in high motion sequences, further experiments may justify using a higher THRESHOLD for higher SAD values.
We conclude the paper by summarizing the characteristics of our DCT and IDCT designs in Table XI. 
